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It is a well known fact that MBA is the most sought after and highly honored course all over the
world because after obtaining an MBA degree individuals are able to good jobs with high salary and
top notch positions in business companies. Therefore, everyone including working professionals
wants to pursue MBA. You can pursue in two ways; either by traditional full time courses or
Distance MBA. Fresh graduates can pursue full time MBA from reputed B-schools but it will not be
possible for the working professionals to go for full time MBA because they do not have time to
attend regular classes as they have job responsibilities. The best option for such people would be to
enroll for Distance Learning MBA.

Moreover, the cost of pursuing full time MBA is higher than Distance MBA. Therefore, everyone
cannot pursue full time MBA due to financial problem. On the other hand MBA through distance
learning mode of education is quite affordable and every individual can pursue it. Above all, there
are innumerable advantages of pursuing Distance Learning MBA like you can study at any time and
from anywhere according to your convenience. You can also study at your own pace according to
your learning abilities. It is really advantageous for those people who are working and want to
pursue MBA for obtaining higher positions in business organizations along with good salary
package. It enables them to study as well as fulfill job responsibilities together. Thus, MBA through
distance learning mode of education allows you to combine studies with personal as well as
professional obligations.

No doubt distance learning mode of education has several benefits but one should not forget that it
has several disadvantages as well. It is not suitable for everyone because there is no direct
interaction between the students and the instructors. The students have to be self motivated as well
as disciplined in order to get your MBA degree. Usually, students due to the flexibilities available to
them loose their focus on studies and neglect their assignments. This may lead to failure in
completion of their course. Therefore, it is said that MBA through distance education is not suitable
for those who are not able to study in the absence of an instructor.

Thus, before enrolling for Distance MBA it is important to consider whether Distance Learning MBA
is your cup of tea or not and then you should go ahead with MBA through distance mode of
education and avail its innumerable benefits.
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